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THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
MYERS BROS.
The HOME of TOTALLY DIFFERENT
and BETTER CLOTHES
Corner FOURTH ST. and WABASH AVENUE
SUITS HAND PRESSED-25c Laundry Agency Ermisch Cleaning and Dyeing Agency
IF YOU WANT YOUR HAIR CUT RIGHT, COME TO MY SHOP.
WE GIVE SCIENTIFIC FACE MASSAGE TREATMENT.
GREAT NORTHERN BARBER SHOP
OPPOSITE BIG 4 STATION J. VERNON BREWER, Prop.
ERMISCH SAYS----TALK IS CHEAP
A man to sell goods over the counter requires both brains and personality.
We don't sell goods, but make old garments look new by our FAULTLESS DRY
CLEANING PROCESS.
Phone us your order and let us prove this.
BOTH PHONES 1 I NI II C iii MY CLEANER
SEE CHESLEIGH GRAY, ROSE '13
About Soft Water Laundry
BOTH PHONES 329
GREAT NORTHERN
cAFE
Opposite BIG FOUR STATION
Poly Headquarters for Meals at All Hours
SMITH & WILLIAMS
FINE LINE OF
DRUGS CIGARS, TOBACCO AND CANDY
SPALDING'S ATHLETIC GOODS
Big Four Pharmacy
SIXTH AND BIG FOUR RAILROAD
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WR ITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
COLLEGE
PENNANTS, PILLOWS
and BANNERS
The most complete and up-to-date line in
the city.
Drawing Instruments and Supplies
The R. F. Marley Co.
647 WABASH AVENUE
Spring Woolens
NOW ON OUR SHELVES. CALL AND
HAVE A LOOK
ED. SPARKS
HATTER Haberdasher TAILOR
"THE CLOTHES SHOP OF SATISFACTION"
Dyeing, Cleaning and Pressing
813 WABASH AVENUE
J. M. 113IQW0014
(Established 1877)
nricl Opticyictris;
607 Wabash Avenue TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
UP-TO-DATE — Special attention given to Fine Watch and Jewelry Repairing. Eyes Tested
FREE and Satisfaction Guaranteed by Registered Optician. J. M. Bigwood & Son
805
Pythian Building Arthur M. 1-1co0c1 INDIANAPOLISINDIANA
virc)
PATENT ATTORNEY
COUNSEL IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO
UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN PATENTS, DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & LABELS
Engraving for College and School Publications a Specialty
STAFFORD ENGRAVING COMPANY
ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS AND ELECTROTYPERS
Century Building, Indianapolis
No contract too big for our large and complete plant and none too small to receive the most
careful attention. Specimens of our beautiful color work free.
OU will find everything to complete your Wardrobe. Hart-Schaffner & Marx
Good Clothes, Manhattan Shirts, Emerson and Stetson Shoes, Underwear and
Hats. Our assortment is larger in all of these lines. You will oir
have no trouble in making a selection. Suits made to order from eP J LO $30
Tune Bros. :: Fifth and Wabash Avenue
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
(Established 1867)
SNP =llebf
Jewelry Co.
524 WABASH AVE.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Easter gifts
CLASS PINS
SEALS
AND
FOBS
SOUVENIR
Spoons and Plates
Field Day Medals
and Cups
Foot Ball Spoons
MR. ARTHUR NEHF
of the Sophomore Class will attend to special orders
The Finest Haberdashery in the Middle West
Weinstein Bros.
"The Quality Shop"
523 WABASH AVE.
Where the boys all buy their good look-
ing Clothes, Neckwear, Hats, Caps, Etc.
Mways first to show that which i3 new.
We want your patronage.
John G. Heinl & Son
FLORISTS
129 SOUTH SEVENTH STREET
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Rose Pharmacy
Seventh and Cherry
The Drug Store Different Than the Rest.
The Store of Pure Drugs.
We charge you no more.
Agents for Belle Mead Sweet Candies,
Van Houten's Cocoa used at our fountain.
6ive Us a Call
FREE DELIVERY. BOTH PHONES.
The
Terre Haute Printing
Company
WILL PRINT YOUR ENVELOPES, LETTER HEADS,
BILL HEADS, STATEMENTS, BOOKLETS,
AND CATALOGS, AND IN FACT
ANYTHING YOU WANT
REASONABLE
25 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
CITIZENS TELEPHONE 415
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
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Locals
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GEO. J. STONER
I. WALLACE LEWIS  . Artist
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One Year, $1.00 Single Copy, 16 cents
Issued Monthly at the Rose Polytechnic Institute.
Rutered at tilt Post-Office, Terre Haute, Indiana, as second
class mail matter.
AFTER many half-hearted and unsuccess-ful attempts, spring has at last come
to stay, and in consequence of its presence,
Rose affairs have taken another new lease of
life. The long-deserted campus is now covered
with maroon and gray baseball uniforms, every
afternoon, and a winning team is undergoing
the process of being developed, in spite of ad-
verse circumstances. Although handicapped
by bad weather, absence of a -coach, lack of ma-
terial—due to eligibility rules—a promising
team is being formed, and Rose's representa-
tives on the diamond will not suffer by com-
parison with those of former years. If the
student body will lend their earnest support,
instead of displaying a tendency to knock, as
has been displayed recently, our prospects for
a successful season are far from being gloomy.
W
000
E wish to call the attention of the stu-
dent body to the activities of the var-
icus Rose Tech Clubs, as reported in the Alum-
ni department of this issue. A very good idea
of what the old Rose men are doing can be ob-
tained by inspecting these articles, and it
would be of benefit to all students, and especial-
ly the Seniors, to read over these reports with
considerable care.
 000
THE 1913 Modulus has gone to press. Allof the written matter has been turned
over to the printer, and the cuts—numbering
nearly a hundred—are in the engraver's hands.
At the rate at which the work is progressing,
there seems to be no doubt that the book will
bear out the prediction of its staff that it will
be issued during the early part of May.
000
THE leading article for this issue is fromthe pen of Mr. J. Newell Stephenson,
instructor in our chemical laboratory. Mr.
Stephenson has read this paper before the In-
diana section of the American Chemical Society,
and that alone is proof of its value as an article,
to say nothing of the fact which every Rose
student knows—that Mr. Stephenson always
knows what he's talking about, and that he also
knows how to present his subject.
Feb. 3-Earlham at Rose.
To guarantee $ 65.00
To hall rent 
To expense of official 
To printing for game 
To bus hire 
To baths 
25.00
3.50
6.25
1.50
2.00
$103.25 $103.25
Notre Dame at Notre Dame, Feb. 5.
Railroad Fare $58.40
Lunch 
 1.25
Carfare 
 1.20
Dinner 
 3.05
Supper  3.80
$67.70 $67.70
Wabash at Wabash, Feb. 9.
Railroad Fare $21.00
Expense of official (½)  7.25
Supper 
 
5.00
Jan. 29-Rose at Hanover.
Jan. 30-Rose at Franklin.
To railroad fare, going $28.35
Lunch 
 1.25
Car fare returning 
 28.00
Supper and lunches, Jan. 30 
 4.00
Hotel bill at Madison 
 17.10
One pair shoes and incidentals 
 1.70
Hack, Madison to Hanover 
 4.00
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REPORT OF BASKET BALL MANAGER.
Season 1912.
Jan. 16-Wabash at Rose 
To guarantee $40.00
To Hall Rent 
 
25.00
To expense of officials (½)  8.75
To bus hire 
 
1.50
To baths at Y. M. C. A 
 
2.00
To printing for game 
 
5.00
$82.25 $82.25
Jan. 20-Mich. Aggies at Rose.
To guarantee $50.00
To hall rent 
 25.00
To expense of official ( % ) 
 
2.50
To printing for game 
 5.00
To bus hire 
 1.50
To baths 
 2.00
$86.00 $86.00
Jan. 27-Indiana at Rose 
To guarantee $40.00
To hall rent 
 25.00
To expense of official ( % ) 
 6.70
To printing for game 
 6.25
To bus hire 
 1.50
To baths at Y. M. C. A 
 2.00
Hotel Bill 
 
3.00
Bus 
 
1.35
$37.60 $37.60
McKendree at Rose, Feb. 14.
To guarantee $40.00
To expense of official 
 
10.40
To hall rent 
 
25.00
To printing for game 
 
5.50
To baths 
 
2.00
To bus 
 
1.50
Franklin at Rose,
To guarantee 
To hall rent 
 
25.00
To printing for game 
 
8.00
To expense of official 
 
10.40
To baths 
 
2.00
To bus 
 
1.50
$84.40 $84.40
Feb. 27.
$40.00
$86.90 $86.90
De Pauw at DePauw, Feb. 28.
To carfare $12.00
To supper 
 
1.35
$13.35 $13.35
Hanover at Rose, March 1.
$81.45 $81.45 To guarantee $40.00
To hall rent 
 
25.00
To expense of official  13.40
To printing for game 
 
8.00
To baths 
 
2.00
To bus 
 
1.50
To music for dance 
 
6.00
To programs and preparing floor  2.00
$98.00 $98.00
Indiana at Indiana, March 9.
$85.20 $85.20 To railroad fare $27.55
To hotel bill 
 
1.50
To supper 
 
4.50
To expense of official 
 
6.72
To bus 
 
1.50
TOTAL 
$41.77 $41.77
$867.87
Forward $ 867.87
Printing of stationary 
 
2.75
Printing of tickets 
 
1.25
Salary to Coach McKinney 
 164.00
To McKinney for training 
 10.00
To Walden for training 
 18.30
To washing towels and suits 
 8.40
To preparing floor at K. of C 
 7.00
To tape liniment, bandages, etc 
 12.90
To suits, shoes and shirts for team 
 42.00
To two basket balls ($6.00) 
 12.00
To colored posters 
 5.75
To four pair of shoes 
 6.25
To six large signs (Harold-Sibley Co.) 
 4.50
To one doz. towels 
 1.50
to basket ball bladder 
To petty cash 
REVENUE FROM SEASON.
Gate receipts, Wabash Game $ 87.00
Gate receipts, Michigan Aggie Game  51.75
Gate receipts, Indiana Game  96.25
Guarantee from Hanover  40.00
Guarantee from Franklin  40.00
Gate receipts from Earlham Game  46.80
Guarantee from Notre Dame  75.00
Guarantee from Wabash  4000
iciOgE tECIINIC
1.50 Gate receipts, X Kendree Game  35.50
27.70 Gate receipts, ranklin Game  43.00
  Guarantee fro DePauw  18.00
$1193.67 Gate receipt from Hanover Game  50.75
Guarantee from Indiana  40.00
Season se and admission tickets  83.00
$ 747.05
Received from Association  446.17
Balance  .45
$1193.67
WM. N. REDDIE,
Mgr. Basket Ball Team.
18q. THE ROSE TECHNIC
ON THE HISTORY AND MANUFACTURE
OF MATCHES.
By J. NEWELL STEPHENSON.
SINCE Prometheus, according to the Greekmyth, stole a pot of fire from the gods,
the human race has been evolving an easy way
to get a light. Real success first came about
80 years ago when the Lucifer match was in-
vented.
Some of the crude, ancient methods of get-
ting a light are still in use. Dried leaves were
ignited by sparks from striking or rubbing two
stones together, or by rubbing two dried sticks,
as the Seton tribe of Indians do today. The
early Greeks were acquainted with the burning
glass. The Romans rubbed decayed wood and
sulphur between stones. It became necessary
to keep a fire continually burning in -a public
place and this developed into a religious cus-
tom which survives today in the sanctuary
lamps.
Most of us have heard our parents or grand-
parents tell of the tinder box and flint and
steel. This apparatus appeared in the 14th
century and stayed for more than 400 years. In
fact it was the only practical means of getting
a light less than a century ago. It was still
used here in the country districts up to the
middle of the last century.
When Brand, of Hamburg, discovered phos-
phorus in 1673, the match industry really be-
gan. Attempts were made to use this substance
that takes fire so readily and apply it in a
practical way. It was found that phosphorus
ignited far too easily an was so dangerous on
this account that its applica on made very slow
progress for more than a hul4red years. And
now after a century of use it has been banished
from most civilized countries because of its
poisonous effects.
Up to 1811 a great variety of fire producers
were patented and suggested. Many were tem-
porarily successful but were clumsy and in-
ccnvenient. In 1805 the father of the Lucifer
match was born. Chancel made a successful
application of a discovery of the great chemist,
Berthollet. (That chlorates in contact with a
strong acid like sulfuric acid produces chloric
acid which is a very powerful oxidizing agent
and acts so vigorously as to ignite easily com-
bustible bodies.) Chancel's "oxymuriate"
matches were strips of wood tipped with potas-
sium chlorate, sugar and gum and were ignited
by contact with sulfuric acid. In 1812 these
"chemical" matchgs were sold in Vienna for one
Florin (36c) a hundred. They were packed in
cases and accompanied by a phial of asbestos
saturated with sulfuric acid. These were the
most common matches on the continent up to
1844. They ignited with almost explosive
violence and were apt to spurt the acid about.
Note—Unless red phosphorus is specified,
the word phosphorus in these pages refers to
the white, yellow or vitrous phosphous.
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Magnesium oxide was added to lessen the ef-
fect of the chlorate.
The first authentically recorded friction
match containing phosphorus was made in
Paris in 1816. One writer mentions such a
match in 1805. About 1823 there appeared at
Erfurt in Prussia a scheme for making a match
as it was needed. A carefully fused mixture of
equal parts of sulfur and phosphorus was fur-
nished in small tubes into which the splint of
wood was dipped and then ignited by friction.
The original "Lucifer" match or "Con-
greve" was invented in 1827 by John Walker
but was not patented. This was the first Eng-
lish friction match. The tip was antimony sul-
phide, potassium chlorate, gum and starch, and
was ignited by friction on . sand-paper. A
French match of Walker's type at this time al-
son contained sulfur, and was struck on a rub-
ber of chlorate, minium, gum and pumice.
These were friction matches but did not con-
tain phosphorus. Antimony sulphide was not
satisfactory and many attempts were made to
use phosphorus in a practical friction match in
place of antimony sulfide.
Several different workers accomplished this
result in 1833 or 1834. The tips of all these
matches contained practically the same ingre-
dients that are used now, i. e., phosphorus, an
oxidizing agent, an indifferent body as glass or
sand, a binder of gum or glue and frequently
some other combustible body and usually some
coloring matter. The oxidizing agent in the
early matches was potassium chlorate but as
this by itself was too energetic, it was replaced
wholly or in part by various oxides and ni-
trates. Individual manufacturers have tried
various compositions and machines have been
invented for many of the operations that were
once done entirely by hand.
The developement of the phosphorus match
proved a great boon to consumers but there
soon appeared a very serious drawback to the
use of white phosphorus. Besides being too
easily inflammable, it is a deadly poison, 0.15
gin being fatal, and the disease it causes is
worse than death in many cases. The first re-
cord of a case of this disease was one in Aus-
trial in 1838 and diagnosed as phosphorus ne-
crosis.
For years the leading nations of Europe have
tried to regulate the industry and safeguard
the health of the match workers, but these most
intelligent and determined efforts failed abso-
lutely and now mostfrilized countries have pro-
hibited the manufacture and use of the white
phosphorus match.
It was found that the red or amorphous
variety of phosphorus is not poisonous and in
1855 a Swede by the name of Lundstrom made
the first real safety match. He put the oxi-
dizing agent on the match and the red phos-
phorus on the box. This is the way the
Swedish safety matches are made today. Num-
erous attempts have been made to produce a
friction match without the use of phosphorus in
any form but without success. The compounds
of lead and of cyanogen in some of these proved
as bad as the white phosphorus.
The match industry in France has been a
government monopoly for years and because of
the large sums paid for the effect of phospho-
rus on the workers a prize was offered for a
non-poisonous substitute. This was discovered
in the sesqui-sulfide of phosphorus. Since 1897
the use of white phosphorus has been prohibit-
ed by law and there has not been a single case
of phosphorus necrosis.
Finland in 1872 was the first to prohibit the
use of poisonous phosphorus and was followed
at intervals by Denmark, France, Switzerland
and Holland. These, together with Italy,
Luxemburg and Germany, signed a treaty at
Berne in 1906 for the prohibition of the manu-
facture, importation and use of matches con-
taining poisonous phosphorus. Great Britain
passed a similar law in 1908 and signed the
treaty, and Austria passed a prohibitory law
in 1909. Russia has taxed these matches al-
most out of existence, as only one match in 50
now contains phosphorus. The United States
has done nothing until this year.
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MANUFACTURE.
The manufacture of matches is exceedingly
interesting and the size of the industry can be
imagined when a single factory in Kisconsin
uses 100,000 feet of lumber and turns out
173,000,000 matches a day.
Clear, straight grained white pine is preferr-
ed for the splints though other woods are used
so mew hat, especially abroad. The read •end
cf a match factory is a huge saw mill, where
the logs are sawed into planks and planed on
four sides. These are sawed into blocks for
the splint machine, which scores the block with
the grain and then slices off the splints. Some
factories buy their splints ready made. In
Sweden the logs are cut into 14 in. lengths
from which the bark has been removed and
these are revolved against a fixed blade which
shaves off a long strip the thickness of a match.
This strip is then cut by knives into seven bands
each as wide as a match is long. The bands
are then bunched and pass through a splitting
machine with a capacity of one million splints
per hour. The splints are now ready for dip-
ping, though sometimes it is necessary to dry
them.
The realy matches were dipped by holding a
bunch of splints in the hand and dipping the
tips in the composition. In 1849 frames or
clamps were introduced for this operation.
Each frame holds about 4000 splints and if
these are cut the length of two matches this
means nearly 8000 matches. The frames are
filled by hand or machine. An American got
out a machine in 1876 which picks the splints
from a hopper and winds them in a coil between
bends of webbing. The splints are evenly
spaced end a uniform dipping is obtained. The
splint ends are leveled and dipped in paraffin or
stearin. Sulfur was formerly used and is now
in one factory but the wax is said to be ten
times more efficient.
Before the matches are dipped a paste or
composition must be prepared. This is one of
the most important operations in the business
and the formula for the composition is often a
trade secret. All matches of the same type,
however; contain practically the same ingre-
dients. In the phosphorus match the glue
and oxidizing agent such as potassium chlorate,
potassium nitrate, lead nitrate, etc., are dis-
solved in water to a syrup. The white phos-
phorus or a substitute is now added and
thcrcughly mixed. The hands of match work-
ers who handle phosphorus matches will fre-
quently glow in the dark. After the phosphorus
to the extent of about 5 per cent, has been mix-
ed in, powdered glass or fine sand to increase
the friction and coloring matter are added and
mixed.
Most European countries have substituted
phosphorus sesqui-sulfide (P4S3) in place of
the white phosphorus and this measure has
completely eliminated phosphorus poisoning.
The percentage of the substitute is about six,
the new substance costs a little more but it is
not poisonous.
The paste is spread on a heated iron plate
to an even depth and the splints are dipped in
this. They are then dried, halved and boxed.
In the more modern factories the frames or
coils are placed on chain carriers and passed
over revolving cylinders that dip in melted wax
and others that dip in the paste. The matches
then pass to the drying chamber or have a cur-
rent of warm dry air blown on them.
If the splints are the length of two matches
they must be halved. Frame dipped matches
are frequently picked up by hand from the pile
and cut with a lever knife. If coil-dipped, they
are dropped as the coils are unwound and
caught by rubber-covered rollers which push
the matches against a rotary cutter.
The boxing is usually done by hand though
there are machines that count and box the
matches and even straighten the ends. For
hand boxing a belt carries the matches to wo-
men who put the right number in the box and
pass it on to have the cover put on by workers
called "slidders." The bundles are then wrap-
ped in bundles of 12.
-Some factories also have their own box fac-
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tory vi here the paper boxes are made and the
sand paper strip pasted on. The mixers and
dippers are men and the boxers and wrappers
are women and children.
"Safety" or "strike on the box" matches go
through the same processes as the others. The
difference is in the composition. This con-
tains no phosphorus, but antimony sulfide as
the combustible. Red or amorphous phospho-
rus which is not poisonous is mixed with anti-
mony sulfide, powdered glass and glue and is
put on the box for the rubber on which the
matches must be struck.
The new process using the non-poisonous
sesquisulfide of phosphorus, produces a parlor
or strike anywhere match which is a perfectly
satisfactory substitute for the phosphorus
match and is harmless. Very little change in
method or equipment is necessary and the cost
is less than 5 per cent. greater than with the
use of white phosphorus.
Besides the conservation of the lives and
health and happiness of match workers that
will result from prohibiting use of phosphorus
will doubtless be a call for a new industry to
produce the sesquisulfide of phosphorus.
Besides insuring the health of the match
workers from the danger of phosphorus poi-
soning, the use of the substitute will create a
demand for the sesquisulfide of phosphorus.
This may result in a new industry and will not
seriously affect the present phosphorus pro-
duction.
••••••=10....
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THE ENGINEERING SALESMAN
By F. R. Fishback, '02.
THE Engineering Salesman is an evolutionof the past ten or fifteen years. This
evolution has been so gradual and has taken
place with so little fireworks that people in
general, and even men in the business, have not
realized it.
The old idea of a salesman is prevalent to-
day. The salesman, and when I say salesman,
I mean the Engineering Salesman, is generally
considered a smooth talker and a man to
watch because of trickiness and, of course, his
personality is his greatest asset. Nine out of
ten people have this idea, and it is rapidly be-
coming obsolete. To illustrate, recently a firm
wrote to a second firm and asked them to send
an Engineer to look over the plant and sug-
gest the proper machinery. A salesman was
sent and his card, of course, merely said "Rep-
resentative" and he was met with a curt recep-
ticn because the customer wanted "to talk to
an Engineer—not a Salesman." The salesman
had to prove that he was also an engineer and
fight down deep-seated prejudice because the
customer had been imposed upon by the old
style salesman and was not up with the times.
The writer recently had occasion to get the
opinion of a college professor regarding two
or three prospective salesmen, and was told
that they would not do because "they were not
glib enough," and this impression is general
and this idea, while false, is generally believed.
The Engineering Salesman is the man that
sells machinery, engineering service, power, or
products of the above. He must be a salesman
above all, but in order to be a truly successful
salesman he must also be a good, broad-minded
Engineer. Many large projects have been
closed because one man was a combination
salesman and engineer during the day and an
engineer half the night. There is a machine
on the market today that was sketched out one
evening in order to land an order the next day.
The salesman had been unsuccessful because a
machine similar to his, but of another make,
had seriously broken down and did a great deal
of damage on the previous day. He sat down
that night and sketched an entirely different
construction for the machine and used a new
general principle. With this sketch he landed
the order the next day.. Today this machine
is a standard for a certain class of work. The
Engineering Salesman is becoming a consulting
engineer, and some do practically everything
but make the drawings.
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It is possible to stop in at the Hudson Ter-
minal Building in New York and make all ar-
rangements for a new plant without even going
out for lunch and without seeing a Consulting
Engineer. The steel salesman will plan your
building, the skylight salesman will arrange
for daylight, the electric lamp salesman will
show you what kind of light to use and how to
use it, the crane salesman will tell you how to
handle raw. stock and finished product, the
motor salesman will tell you how to wire the
plant, and so on down the line. This does not
mean the Consulting Engineer is a thing of
the past, for it is always necessary to have a
court of last appeal.
To the profession there are attached some
disadvantages, but these are more than offset
by the advantages. , The work is harder and
more trying and the hours longer. A great
deal of traveling is generally necessary but
this is compensated for by the opportunities of
seeing how business is conducted in various
parts of the country. The man who follows
engineering work has certain problems to solve
but as a rule, the time in which to solve them
is not limited. He works so many hours a day
and goes home at night and can rest. The
salesman must, on the other hand, solve his
problems in a certain time or lose the result of
all his work, and then when his work is done he
must travel half or all the night and start over
again. The salesman has the advantage,
though, of broadening out through his powers
of observation and opportunities of meeting
people who are doing things.
It is also a general impression that the
salesman, like the poet, is born, not made. This
is not true—good salesmen have been made
from the roughest of clay. If a man likes the
work, is willing to work, willing to learn and
watches other successful salesmen, he can also
be successful. Of course, to some men the
work is irksome and uninteresting, and those
men should stay out of it.
There are certain vital characteristics that
make up the successful salesman. The relative
importance of these characteristics is a much
discussed subject, and every man has a differ-
ent idea. In this paper the different traits will
be described in the order of their importance
from the viewpoint of the writer.
Of first importance is the knowledge of the
apparatus that he is selling. By knowledge, I
mean not only the detail information regarding
the capabilities of his machine, but a knowledge
of the detail construction of the machine. If
the customer asks the size and kind of a bolt
used, the salesman must be able to not only tell
him, but also be able to tell him why he uses a
1/2 in. instead of a 3-8 in. Many orders have
been lost because "I haven't the detail draw-
ings" or "I will refer that to the Engineering
Department and let you know what they say."
A large order was recently landed by a sales-
man with absolutely no selling effort in the
ordinary sense of the term. The Manager of
the plant quizzed him for hours on the construc-
tion of his machine. At the end of the time the
President of the Company was called in and
the Manager told him that he was going to give
the order to this salesman because he was the
first man that he had talked to out of some forty
that knew what he was selling. This was the
salesman's first visit.
Tact is an asset almost as important as
knowledge of apparatus. Any man lacking it,
or lacking the ability to acquire it, will never
be successful as a salesman. If the customer
wishes to discuss the relative importance of
Cobb and Collins, or of Taft and Roosevelt,
the salesman discusses it with him and gradu-
ally leads him back to business. If personality
counts with the customer, the good salesmap
thrusts forward his personality. If the custo-
mer is busy and wants quick action, the sales-
man talks in epigrams. On some occasions a
little swearing is tactful, and at other times
extremely out of place. Some men want to
know what results can be accomplished and
care nothing about the construction of the ma-
chine, while others want to know how the ma-
chine is made, and the tactful salesman will not
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bore with the facts that the customer cares lit-
tle or nothing about.
There is a saying that every salesman should
know by heart. "It is only the persistent, in-
sistent and consistent plugger that gets any-
where." After a successful month, or year,
there is always a tendency to let down and
rest. If this rest is taken, no appreciable fall-
ing off will be noticed for the first month or
two; after that the results of the work done
during• this rest period will come forth and
show up, on the sales sheet. An order will
sometimes sleep three or four years before it
lands in the order book.
A knowledge of competing apparatus and
of its possibilities is absolutely necessary. Yet
this knowledge should not be used to "knock"
the other fellow, but merely to strengthen
arguments. The world hates a "knocker" and
a poor loser. The ability to use this knowledge
and to use it properly, leads back again to the
question of tact. Personal criticism of com-
peting companies or competing salesmen, is
injurious and not only gains nothing but weak-
ens the salesman's arguments. Comparative
statements of construction and possibilities of
the machines is, of course, legitimate and
necessary. A comparison of prices is always
necessary and proper, and the good salesman
will know how competing prices compare with
his. It was formerly believed that prices were
sacred and every precaution should be taken
to prevent these prices falling into the hands
of the enemy, but the enemy generally had a
wonderful detective system, just like yours,
and they got your prices at about the same
time you got theirs and, of course, these prices
were obtained by some trickery. Today there
is a rapidly growing disinclination to resort to
trickery of any kind, and moreover, what was
the use. The salesman today asks his competi-
tor for his prices, where they are selling stand-
ard articles, and the same result is without be-
littling either man in any way.
I place personality in fifth place, instead of
first, as was done ten or fifteen years ago, and
I believe as competition becomes keener day by
day that personality will sink lower and lower
in the scale. It can never disappear because
we can not remove the personal element from
anything we do. The power of the salesman
to appeal by means of his appearance and per-
sonal magnetism will always have some effect
on a sale. In the South and West it ranks
higher than fifth place—in the East lower.
The average position will be about fifth in im-
portance.
The next thing to be considered is the men- ,
tal attitude of the salesman. First of all the
salesman should believe in his Company and in
its product. If he does not feel at the bottom
of his heart that he is selling absolutely the
best article of its kind, he should leave and, if
possible, join the forces of the Company that
is selling the best from his viewpoint. If he
does .not thoroughly believe in the way the Com-
pany is conducted, he should seek to change
his viewpoint or change positions. The half-
hearted salesman is a failure. There is some-
thing almost uncanny in the way a half-hearted
belief is transferred from the salesman's mind
to the customer.
The digestive machinery should be kept well
oiled and the boilers should be kept in shape to
give good, live steam. A dark brown taste in
the morning means a sluggish brain all day,
and the salesman lives by his brain alone. Good
salesmanship requires an abundance of ner-
vous energy, and the man with a phlegmatic
temperament will only be moderately successful.
Nervous energy means a severe drain on the
digestive organs.
The ideal arrangement for the salesman
would be to sell gymnasium apparatus and
demonstrate as he sold.
The man who is original without being freak-
ish in his methods has the advantage. Freak
advertising or freak selling campaigns are not,
as a rule, successful. At the same time, the
salesman's method should be original so as to
stand out and leave an impression over the
ompetitors who sell just as their fathers told
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them. An unusual Method will often leave a
lasting impression where other standard me-
thods have failed. For instance, a ten word
telegram will do more good sometimes than a
three page letter, simply because it is unusual.
One customer refused to buy because he was
afraid the ageing of the metal would shorten
the life of the machine. The salesman knew
this was not the case but did not contradict,
but got results of a test made on this material
and then called again on the customer and told
him he was right—it would shorten the life of
the machine. He had found that the machine
would only last 765 years and gave the custo-
mer the result of the test. He got the order.
The last attribute is combined under the
power of observation and expression. The
salesman must watch the little things. A pic-
ture hanging in the outer office may give him a
clue as to the best way to present an -argu-
ment. The general appearance of the office
and the office force will often tell volumes. The
condition of the customer's desk will often give
valuable information, and if the salesman
walks through the plant, he can pick up
countless pointers and have selling arguments
enough to last days. A much-thumberl catoig
of a competing firm always gives a salesman
the necessary path to take.
The power of expression is often neglected
or given too little prominence. Life-long
enemies have been made by letters that did not
convey the writer's thoughts but left an invidi-
ous impression. Too many letters are rambling
epistles getting nowhere and telling nothing.
Every effort should be made to keep a letter
on one page and avoid second sheets. In writ-
ing specifications this, of course, cannot be
done but business letters can be condensed. It
is splendid practice to write long-hand letters
where the letter is important. Writing adver-
tising matter is good practice.
The power of expression is not only necess-
ary in writing but in speaking. A nasal tone is
disagreeable to some men. A well modulated
voice can do wonders in "putting thoughts
acrcss." The old adage, "He who hesitates is
Lst," must have been of iginally conceived by
some salesmLn. A sale can be lcst by "I think
so" Lnd wcn by "Absolutely ! ' Reading good
literature aloud improI es this power.
The salesman with the above characleristics
developed to their highest power is irresistabl_e,
and that he will be successful g3es withiut say-
ing.
000
EXPERMENTAL WORK IN CONNECTION
WITH MANUFACTURE
By H. B. SPERRY, '92.
M OST of the larger manufacturing con-
cerns have a department that is devoted
to research along lines consistent with their in-
terests. This department is usually known as
the "Experimental Department," and may in-
clude anything from purely experimental work
to everything not included strictly in the manu-
facture and sale of established lines.
In one large company, building agricultural
machinery, with whose organization in this re-
spect the writer is familiar, the Experimental
Department has as one of its functions,, full
control of the design of all machines that may
be considered as the commercial product of the
concern, and of any changes in these machines,
no matter how slight, that may be made there-
after.
When this department has completed a new
machine, or has made any changes in an existing
machine, it formally turns over to the factory
a samp!e of every piece that goes to make 'up
the machine, or the change, together with a
specification list giving the amount and kind of
material for each part.
Any change desired by the factory for con-
venience in manufacture, and every complaint,
suggestion, or criticism from the outside is re-
ferred to the experimental department. A
strict record is kept of every change, and by a
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system of notices every person interested in
such changes is i_epL duly info' med both at the
factory, and in eery country where the ma-
chines are sold.
In this department are quite a number of
men from Technical Schools. The industrious
man that is adapted to the work is well paid,
but if a man starts in with the idea that the
work of this department consists in making in-
teresting experiments and tests, and that the
time of its members, between vacations, is one
long holiday, he is soon convinced that he has
made a mistake.
The designing and developing of new ma-
chinery, especially harvesting machinery, or
machinery that is to handle any material under
widely varying conditions, requires endless pa-
tience and perserverence, and would be indeed
tedious to one not endowed by nature with these
qualities.
For illustration, we will suppose that it has
been decided to develop a machine to do a cer-
tain class of work. The experimental depart-
ment takes steps to obtain all the information
available regarding the work to be done, the
conditions under .which it must be done, and
what has already been done in the way of de-
veloping machinery for the same purpose: With
this information at hand the designer works out
his plans and builds his first machine. If he is
a good and experienced designer, he will not be
greatly disappointed, if this first machine is
more or less of a failure.
Machinery of this class must be as light as
possible consistent with strength and tractive
power, i. e., it must have just sufficient weight
and traction to run its own machinery and
handle work for which it is designed. It must
also be built to sell at the lowest possible price.
It is probable that there is no machine in exist-
ance, upon which so much time and energy has
been spent in design, or in which all of the fore-
going conditions are so well balanced as in the
grain harvester.
This machine has a great number of moving
parts of a large variety of forms. The com-
plete machine is made up of about 1,70
separate parts, exclusive of bolts, nuts, rivets,
etc. It weighs about 1500 lb.=. so that !he
average weight of each piece is consider.:bly less
than a pound. It retails for abut a huudre,1
and twenty-five dollars or ali:nit eight cents
per pound.
An eight horse power gasoline engine weighs
approximately the same as a grain harvester.
It has comparatively very few parts and the
operations of manufacture are comparatively
few and simple. The material from which it
is made costs as a whole, less per pound. This
engine sells for about $350 or $400, or about
23c to 27c per lb. There may be a larger per
cent. of profit in a gasoline engine than in a
grain binder, but this difference is not all pro-
fit, and is given here to illustrate what can be
accomplished by the use of highly specialized
labor saving methods and machinery, as well
as by care in design, making it possible to sell
a machine like a grain binder for so low a
price.
To get back to the original illustration, there
are conditions of strain, wear, ease and con-
venience of operation, capacity, the action cf
the material to be handled under varying cc n-
ditions, and many other things that can cnly be
met and overcome by repeated trials, so that
practical success is seldom obtained in the first
three or four a'tempts, and often many more
revisions are necessary as unforseen conditions
arise.
When a machine is at last sufficiently de-
veloped to be put upon the market and is for-
mally turned over to the factory, the respon-
siblility of this department does not cease. As
soon as a considerable number have been manu-
factured and put in use, there are inevitably
some complaints, and many suggestions for me-
chanical improvement. These cannot be ignor-
ed, neither can many of them be accepted as re-
ceived, although they may be prolific of ideas
that lead to improvement, and the fitness of the
designer for his position is pretty well demcn-
strated by the manner in which he handles these
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complaints and suggestions.
It will be found that the machines are used,
or handled, in a different manner than that
which was intended. There will be calls for
special features for certain territories or coun-
tries, and for attachments to adapt the ma-
chines to other uses than that for which they
were originally designed. All these make com-
plications that must be carefully met and dis-
posed of by the designer.
There is very little direct use for "Dutch" or
calculus in this line of work, but the technically
trained man, after he gets rid of his distorted
ideas of the relation between the technical and
the practical, and in its place gets an unbiased
vision of their true proportion with "cost" and
"quality-suited-to-the-purpose" as guardian an-
gels, has decidedly the advantage. He will have
the knowledge of mechanical principles that will
enable him to determine the proportion and
practicability of design quickly and surely, thus
fitting him to preside over design. He is also
fitted in point of general education, to rise as
high as his natural ability as an executive will
permit.
000 
ALUMNI NOTES.
The winter meeting of the Chicago Rose
Tech Club was held in the Savage Room of the
Kuntz-Remmler restaurant on the evening of
March 31.. Conditions and prospects at Rose
were discussed by those present with much in-
terest. The members present were: W. B.
Wiley, '87, A. Balsley, '91, H. B. Sperry, '92,
H. L. Weatherbee, '92, A. Wade, '95, H. J. Mc-
Dargh, '96, A. G. Shaver, '97, W. F. Freuden-
reich, '98, E. L. Jones, '02, C. L. Post, '03,
W. S. McNabb, '04, L. A. Touzalin, '04, W. H.
Hazard, '04, E. H. Spalding, '05, A. E.
Freudenreich, '06, K. D. White, '06, J. .M.
Johnson, '06, W. M. O'Laughlin, '07, C. W.
Post, '07, H. H. Orr, '07, J. E. Bernhardt, '08,
H. Isenberg, '09.
The Louisville Rose Tech Club held its, meet-
ing Tuesday, March 19th, with Drs. Mees and
White and Mr. Carl Wischmeyer from the
faculty and Messrs. Basil G. Whitlank and B.
F. Grosvenor, both former Rose students, as
guests.
The Rose Club has the use of the Engineers
and Architects Club Rooms and is very flourish-
ing. Practically all its members are also mem-
bers of the Engineers and Architects Club, and
take a very active part in the work, the .chair-
man of several of the most important com-
mittees being Rose men.
The dinner was held at the Young Men's
Club followed by a lecture on"Modern Theor-
ies cf Electricity and Matter" given before the
Club by Dr. Mees. Dr. White and Mr. Carl
Wisehmeyer prepared and gave some experi-
mental illustrations.
As the dinner occupied the entire time from
7 p. m. to the hour of the lecture, questions
suggested for consideration could not be dis-
cussed. Accordingly a conference meeting was
• arranged for Wednesday at 8 p. m. at which
time a profitable discussion was held.
Much success of the meeting was due to. the
efforts of President Lee, Secretary Kuersteiner
and Mr. Francis Miller. Those in attendance
were:
C. Leo Mees, J. White, C. W. Wischmeyer,
B. G. Whitlank, B. F. Grosvenor, W. M. An-
derson '94, H. D. Baylor '07, J. Bland '05,
J. F. Denehie '94, E. E. Garst '11, H. H. Hum-
mel '09, W. C. Knopf '08, A. A. Krieger '03,
W. B. Kursteiner '10, A. W. Lee '06, F. H. Mil-
ler '95, R. N. Miller '01, W. S. Speed '95, R.
• E. Strecker '07,C. M. Struck '10, S. B. Tinsley.
'92, H. W. Wischmeyer '06.
Mr. Francis W. Hulbert, '91, and Miss Eliza-
beth Sophia Graham, announce their marriage
•on Thursday, February 15, 1912. New York.
At home after April 1, 564 W. 160th St.,
New York.
H. R. Canfield, '06, has been given title of
Engineer for the Electric Controller and
Mfg. Co.
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C. N. Lammers, '08, has accepted the posi- & Light Co., of the Illinois Traction Co., at
tion of Chief Inspector and Metallurgist for Cairo, Ill.
the St. Louis Car Wheel Co., at St. Louis.
Graham Davies, '03, is with the Louisville
Mr. F. R. Fishback, '02, delivered a very Wheel Company.
interesting talk on Engineering Salesmanship
before the Student body Monday, March 11. The Catalog is out and will be mailed soon.
It was suggested that a change be made in the
Alumni Register, that in connection with theW. H. Brannon, '09, has left Terre Haute name of the Alumnus all the positions occupied
and located in Owensboro, Ky.
since graduation be listed. A majority ex-
pressed themselves as opposed to this change,
E. C. Bradford, '11, is with the Cairo Ry. and it was therefore not made.
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RUBBER
•By PAUL ANTONY, '15.
M ANY years before the discovery of the
New World by Columbus, a substance
which we designate by the name of India Rub-
ber, was known to the natives of America. It
was a French scientist, who had come to Equa-
dor on Geographical purposes, that first in-
troduced this substance in Europe; the result
being that it aroused great excitement among
the scientists and was studied' with much curio-
sity by chemists who soon found a means of
making the "flexible tube" which then did not
exist.
How Rubber got its name is somewhat inter-
esting. Priestly, an English chemist, discover-
ed that the "stuff" was excellent for rubbing
out lead pencil marks, so it was a "rubber" and
as it .came from where it was then supposed to
be India, hence its name India-Rubber. From
thenceforth one application of rubber has fol-
lowed another and another. At the present
time rubber has so many uses that it is one of
the commonest substances around us.
Rubber, as we know, is a vegetable product,
and the rubber-producing countries are tropi-
cal and are scattered all over the globe. Na-
turally, there are many different qualities of
rubber, the best quality has the property of
containing the least percentage of a viscous and
resinous body. The highest quality of rubber
is obtained from the Amazon Valley and the
lowest in Guatemala and in Mexico. A few
lines will suffice to take the reader into the
Amazon Valley to know how the best rubber is
made. If possible, imagine yourself on board a
large ocean liner navigating on a clay colored
river from 100 to 150 miles wide, After three
days journey you will travel on the Rio Negro
(Black River) through thousands of green is-
lands, finally landing at the capital of the state
of Amazonas where the traveller embarks into
a small flurial steamer that will journey for
days up the Amazon tributaries, through the
great tropical forests, in some parts where the
river is not wide, the folliage of the trees on the
borders is so large and thick that the sky can-
not be seen, giving you the impression of going
thrdugh a great water grotto. Finally our
journey comes to its close, for we arrive at a
"seringal" or rubber estate. The greater num-
ber of the people around you will be Indians—
tame—and negroes, who are employed in the
manufacture of rubber. Each laborer has a hut
and utensiles provided by the owner of the ser-
ingal. The manufacture of rubber is indeed
very simple in its primitive form, which is yet
adopted by most rubber makers, because it gives
the best results.
The rubber tree—Hevea Braziliensis—which
is one of the most beautiful trees of the Selvas,
is found growing on alluvial or clay slopes and
banks of rivers; it can be planted, however, on
the upland, giving very gratifying. results. The
tree, which is in the maximum 12 feet in circum-
ference, grows to a height of 60 feet; it bears
fruit containing four seeds of a dark brown
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color and spotted black; one of these seeds being
about the size of a walnut. The shell is very
hard and smooth. The bark of the tree is
white with light-brown spots. The trunk is
made up of three layers, one the bark, then the
middle layer and a third one surrounding the
"heart" of the tree, which is of very hard wood
possessing a bright red color. These trees when
tapped yield a "milk," the scientific name being
latex, which when coagulated forms rubber. A
tree produces "milk" after four years of
growth, but as this hinders its full growth to a
great extent, they are only tapped after 10
years of growth. Tapping the trees is quite an
important factor in the rubber industry as will
be explained later.
Each rubber gatherer has charge of one
"road" of trees, planked in such a way that
starting from his hut, tapping all the trees
along the "road" he finally gets back to where
he started from. The rubber-makers, equipped
with a small chopper, a bucket with small shal-
low pans and a weapon to protect themselves
from any unexpected "call. of the wild," start
in the evening to tap the trees. It takes an ex-
pert to tap the trees, so as to extract all the
"milk" and yet not kill the tree. The tree as
said before has three layers, after which is the
"heart." The middle layer contains the greater
quantity of "milk" and the third layer is mere-
ly to protect the "heart" of the tree, for the
tree will die if that part of it is cut. A tree is
tapped in four or five places, then clay is put
under the cut supporting a little pan to gather
the "milk." The following morning before sun-
rise, the rubber maker goes to collect the "milk"
from the little pans, and coming back to his hut
he sets in front of a bottle-shaped clay stove in
which he burns palmetto nuts having creosote
properties, the object being to produce much
smoke. Right over the stove, supported by
two fork-shaped sticks side by side of the
stove, there is another piece about three feet
long, thick in the middle and becoming less
so towards the extremities; with one hand he
holds one end of this stick and with the other
he splashes the "milk" on it and keeps it re-
volving in the smoke, the substance left on the
stick after the "milk!' is dried by the smoke,
will be the purest kind of lubber that can be ob-
tained; continuing this process large balls or
"hams" of rubber are made and ready for ship-
ment. All rubber is shipped from the Amaz,n
and its tributaries to the rubber market -at
Manaos from whence it is exported.
Two-thirds of the world's production of rub-
ber comes from Brazil. It Constitutes one of
her greatest riches, and is now one of her chief
articles of export. Rubber as a substance is
unique, it is the most readily elastic body
known, it has no substitute whatever, and more-
over it is one of the most important substances
in use. It compares favorably with iron and
copper in the number of different ways of ap-
plication. How crippled, different branches of
science would have been and how uncomfortable,
to a great extent, life would be, had we not rub-
ber. Many chemists are trying to make arti-
ficial rubber and so make a mint of money; it
composition looks so simple, carbon and hydro-
gen, but organic chemistry is not artificial
chemistry; rubber has been manufactured
chemically, but not "elastic rubber." The trick
lies in giving "life" to the substance—a thing
that has not been done and probably never will.
One rubber tree produces an average of ten
pounds of rubber annually, and an expert
workman will make from seven to eight pounds
if rubber in one day.
There are at present about 44,000 men in
Brazil employed in the rubber industry. The
total production of rubber was 39,000,000
kilogrammes with a net income of £18,926,061
sterling. The price per kg of rubber varies
very much. It is rather low at present and the
Brazilian government is trying to raise it by
buying in all the rubber production keeping it
in stock, and then imposing the price when the
foreign markets call for. This is, however, a
dangerous scheme, bee. ause rubber- kept in
stock in its crude form decreases in volume as
well as in weight.
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BASE BALL men have had a hard timegetting any practice this year and by
the time of the first game will have had only a
little over a week of outside work. As it was
the first game as originally scheduled had to
be postponed on account of bad weather, keep-
ing both teams from outside practice. Eastern
Illinois Normal was to have played in Terre
Haute on April 6, but since it snowed on April
2, the managers thought it best to postpone
the game. As it now stands Rose's first three
games are with conference teams, one with Pur-
due at Lafayette on April 11, and two with
Indiana on April 13 and 17.
The line-up for the first game is yet unde-
cided and the men that do start the first game
may not play the full season. Practically all
of the positions are settled except on the in-
field. Captain Lawler will take care of the
catching and, of course, Art Nehf will do the
pitching. There is no extra pitcher picked yet.
Stoms is trying out for the job and Capt. Law-
ler could go in and pitch a good game in a
pinch. Deming and Byers are fighting it out
for first base, but Byers will probably play
that base as Deming is a very promising can-
didate for third base.
Fishback will probably play second. For
short there are Floyd, Lyons and Spindle.
Floyd appears to be the best man for the place
but it may be that school work will keep him
out, that is, he entered school as a Sophomore
and has to make up some extra work to gradu-
ate. It would be hard to pick between the other
two. For third base there are Deming and
Novatney. Deming appears best right now,
and if he can pick up in hitting will make a
good man. The outfield is practically settled.
Three husky Freshmen will play the three posi-
ticns and nobody is worrying about the outfield.
All are good hitters and fielders. Sheldon, in
left, Stoltz in center and Hegarty in right field
look good.
The line-up to -start the Purdue game will
probably be as follows:
Capt. Lawler, Catch; Nehf, Pitch; Byers,
lb; Fishback 213; Floyd, Lyons or Spindle ss ;
Deming or Novotney 3b ; Sheldon lf ; Stoltz cf ;
Hegarty rf.
 000 
I RACK work will soon be in order or inr
fact some of the men have been out al-
ready taking short cross country jogs. The
team will get a late start but there are hopes of
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a first-class team this year. According to the
manager and captain about twenty men have
signified their intention of coming out. Antony,
a Freshman, is a sprinter of some note, and has
a record of ten seconds in the hundred yard
dash. Beardsley for the distances and Gray
and probably Hegarty for the weights are the
only known men.
On account of the financial panic in Athle-
tics, there will be no hired coach, but Stephen-
son, instructor in the chemical laboratory, who
was a M. I. T. track man, will help in the dis-
tance runs. Wischmeyer, '06, and Turk, '07,
both of whom have held records in the I. C. A.
L. may be en hand to help some as both are in
town.
Manager Kelley will enter a team at the I.
C. A. L. meet at DePauw, and may arrange a
meet at Terre Haute wi.h DePauw when the
DePauw base ball team plays at Rose Campuf;
on May 11.
000 
BASEBALL SCHEDULE.
Thursday, April 11—Purdue at LaFayette.
Saturday, April 13—Indiana at Terre Haute.
Wednesday, April 17—Indiana at Bloomington
Saturday, April 20—Wabash at Terre Haute.
Tuesday, April 23—Wabash at Terre Haute.
Saturday, April 27—Culver at Culver.
Monday, April 29—Notre Dame at Notre
Dame.
Friday, May 3—DePauw at Terre Haute.
Saturday, May 4—E. I. S. N. at Charleston.
Monday, May 6—DePauw at Greencastle.
Tuesday, May 7—Wabash at Crawfordsville.
Friday, May 10—Moores Hill at Terre Haute.
Saturday, May 11—Hanover at Terre Haute.
Monday, May 27—Wabash at Crawfordsville.
The above is the base ball schedule as it now
stands, but some of the games between May 3
and 11 may be shifted as there , are too many
close together fcr comfort, especially when the
team has only one pitcher.
On April 6, the base ball team played Wiley
High School and won, 4 to 0. It was after so
little practice that neither team showed excep-
tional form. The high school boys did not get
a hit off Nehf who pitched the full game. The
line-up and score:
ROSE. AB. R H. PO. A. E.
Lawler, c. 3 1 1 14 2 0
Novotney, 3b 
Byers, lb 
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
1
Hegarty, rf 
Nehf, p. 
2
1
1 0
00
0
1
0
1
0
0
Stoltz, cf. 
Ahrens, If 
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Sheldon, If 
Deming, lb & 3b 
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
Fishback, 2b 3 1 1 2 0 0
Lyons, ss. 1 0 0 0 0 0
Spindle, ss. , 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 
—
19
—
4
—
4
—
21
—
4
—
1
WILEY. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
3 00 1 20
McCoy, 2b & c 
Buck, ss. 
2 0 0 6 1 0
Anderson, 3b. 3 0 0 2 1 0
B 
3 0 0 2 0 0
alch, lb. 
Carter, if. 
Hild, cf. 
 
2 0 0 5 0 1
2 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
Mulligan, c. 
Harkness, r 
Hoff, 2b. 
 
1 0 0 2 3 0
1 00 0 00
Brown, p. 
 
2 00 0 1 1
Totals 20 0 0 18 8 2
— — — — 
— —
Score by innings
Rose 000 2 20*-4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0Wiley 
Struck out by Nehf 14; by Brown 5. Bases on
balls: off Nehf 2, off Brown 6. Hit by pitcher: Hark-
ness. Sacrifice Hits: Lyons, Stoltz. Stolen bases:
Harkness, Hoff 2, Lawler, Byers 2, Nehf 3, Hegarty,
Fishback. Umpires: Ronaldson and Plangue.
 000 
There is still one more basket ball game that
has not been reported. The team went to
Bloomington on March 9, for the last game of
the season and lost, 29 to 16. Rose made a
good start but didn't keep up to form. The
line-up and summary:
Indiana U. (29) Position Rose (16)
Freeland F 
 
Deming, Gray
Munkelt F 
 
Wente
Graves C Hegarty, Gray
•Stayton G 
 
Poggensee
Fleming, McCullough G Sheldon, Deming
Field Goals—Graves 6, Freeland 5, Numkelt 3, Gray
3, Deming 2, Hegarty, Wente. Foul Goals—Graves,
Hega: ty 2. Time of halves-20 minutes. Referee—
Westover of Purdue.
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THE BURIAL OF POOR DOC. WILEY.
By Richard Henry Little.
Who killed Doc Wiley?
"I," said Soda Benzoate,
"He fought me and met his fate,
I killed Doc Wiley."
Who saw him die?
"I," said Salicylic Acid.
"I've always yearned to see him placid,
And I saw him die."
Who caught his blood?
"I," said old Formaldehyde,
"He thought he had me safely tied.
So I caught his blood."
Who made his shroud?
"I," said Fluoride Calcium.
"He tried to put me on the bum,
So I made his shroud."
Who will be the parson?
"I," said little Saccharine.
"He treated me almighty mean.
So I'll be the parson."
Who will dig his grave?
"I," said old Borax.
"He tried to grab me by the throax.
So I'll dig his grave."
Who will be the clerk?
"I," said little Coal Tar Dye.
"Here's a funeral where I don't cry,
So I'll be the clerk."
Who'll carry him to the grave?
"I," said Chokem's Soothing Syrup.
"I used to cause the doe to rear up.
I'll carry him to his grave."
Who will be chief mourner?
"I," said Creosote.
"He often tried to get my goat.
I'll be chief mourner."
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Who will sing a psalm?
"I," said Peroxide of Hydrogen,
"And listen when I yell 'amen.'
I'll sing the psalm."
Who will bear the pall?
"I," said Killem's Catarrh Cure.
"At bearing palls I'm certain sure.
I'll bear the pall."
Who will toll the bell?
"I," said Tombstone's Headache Powder.
"None than me can ring it louder.
I'll toll the bell." •
All the sulphides and acids
Fell to laughing so slyly,
When they heard the bell toll,
For poor Doctor Wiley.
—Chicago Tribune.
* * * *
Deck—Variety is the spice of life.
Rommel--If the Varieties in this town is a
sample, I'm off of it.
* * * *
Meyer '72—Who has the gas analyst manual?
• Rankin—Heer has it!
Gilbert—How ungrammatical. You should
say "she has it !"
Stella—Are you interested in the under-
world?
Bella—Yes, I look under the bed every night.
* * *
Dissertation by Headley, '113.
Time, 11 p. m. Place, North 8th St.
Terrible tragical and sublimely retributive
will be the course pursued by me, if you do not
immediately pucker up those ruby lips of yours
and impart sensations of divine bliss, upon the
two most indispensible members of my own
physiognomy and permit me to take my de-
parture from the everlasting sublimity of your
most gracious presence, wilt thou?
She wilted!
Found in Webster's Unabridgecil:—"To jun-
ket"; v. i. to participate in an excursion or pic-
nic.
She wore a smile,
And little more;
That's why she caused
A great furoe.
—Birmingham Age-Herald.
Her smile was not
Her only dress—
She wore an air
Of Carelessness.
—Milwaukee Sentinel.
It fitted her,
So very snug,
You felt as if
You'd like a hug.
—Chatanooga Times.
We trust the smile
(Don't think we scoff)
Was of the style
That won't come off.
—Youngstown Telegram.
And then she donned
(Be calm, Hortense)
An attitude
Of confidence.
—Cincinnati Enquirer.
Since then we've seen
Her on the street;
The clothes she wore
Were hard to beat.
—Birmingham Age-Herald.
She looked as if
A good March wind
Would cause remarks
By men unkind.
-sr LOWS Times.
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Little Robert and his 7-year-old sweetheart
were bathing together for the first time.
• "Why, Lillie," he said, regarding her with a
critical eye. "Your legs are so thin I'm afraid
you have pneumonia."
* * * *
The latest bit of popular music w.as written
by Nagel '12. It is entitled: "Oh! You Beau-
tiful Kjehldahl !"
* * * *
When you are a bashful suitor
Blushing scarlet in the face.
Every time he pulls his watch out
There's a woman in the case.
* * * *
—Ex.
"Was her heart transfixed by Cupid's dart?"
"Naw, she was struck on his great Pierce
Arrow."
* * * *
What is it that a woman wears, that a man
couldn't wear, and wouldn't wear if he could,
and that is the name of a popular song which
is one of the biggest hits of the season?
For answer see Hugh Wallace, '15.
• * * * *
Adams—Did you fellows see those letter-
heads on the C. & E. I. freight cars?
* * * *
Downing (In Freshman English)—Next the
chocolates go through a machine at the end of
which stands a girl who sets 'ern up.
"Fink"—Gee, that's good; make mine a
long one.
* * * *
Prof. Thomas—Mr. Beardsley, how do you
lay out a burrow-pit?
Beardsley—Well, first, you lay it out in
rectangular squares.
Prof. Thomas—Well, I've seen some squares
which weren't rectangular.
* * * *
Baxter—Why are some girls like logarith-
ims?
Sheldon—Search me!
Baxter—Because they are mostly figures.
Senior—When I graduate, I'll slip into a job
of $2,000 per.
Prof.—Per what?
Senior—Perhaps.
* * *
"Doc" White—Mr. Burns, can you answer
the question?
Burns—You want to know how to form ni-
trogen, do you?
"Doc"—That was my question.
Burns—Well, I don't know. I never use it
myself.
Mac—I'll not read the grades in Applied
Mechanics until Wednesday.
Junior—Do you think they will raise by
letting them stand?
Mac—No, I think they are like eggs—the
longer you keep them, the worse they get.
* * * *
Bilton—That oil well drilling contractor
made half a million by a single transaction in
oil yesterday.
Tilton—How did he do it?
Bilton—A rich uncle tried to start a fire
with a can of it.
A laborer named Mike worked for a no-
toriously stingy boss, and lost no chance to let
the fact be known. Once a friend, wishing to
joke Mike, remarked: "I hear your boss gave
you a new suit of clothes."
"No," said Mike, "only a part av a suit."
"What part?"
"The sleeves to the vest."
* * * *
They had just finished their usual morning
quarrel and he was starting to work. She
rushed to the window and called him back.
"You forgot something," she said, when he
came in.
"What?"
"You forgot to slam the door."
He slammed it.
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O'Connell (to Smith, who was wearing a
new suit for the first time)—Say, Schmitty,
did you get a baseball bat with that suit?
000
LOCALS.
Seniors are hard at work on their thesis.
After much discussion pro and con, the clags
of 1912 decided not to take a trip, but will
concentrate its efforts in making the class pic-
nic a gala day. The celebration will be held in
Forest Park during the early part of May.
A stray cat which accidently came into the
chemical laboratory, has been adopted by the
chemists, they giving her the cognomen "Rosa-
niline Ammonia."
Senior Civils enjoyed several days of inter-
esting work, while guagirig the Wabash River,
from the Vandalia bridge. Prof. Thomas was
in charge.
000
NEWS FROM OTHER COLLEGES.
Notre Dame University's baseball schedule
consists of 35 games.
160 students at Miami have pledged them-
selves to support the honor system.
A Club was formed at Iowa University to
coach athletes who were in danger of flunking.
The Butler Collegian places Wente and
Gray on the all-state secondary basketball
team. Eglin, of Wabash, Walker of DePauw,
and Furnas of Earlham are the other mem-
bers selected.
A gift of $100,000 to Cornell University, by
Jacob H. Schiff, the New York banker, has
been announced.
The Pennsylvania State School of Mines has
recently completed a tunnel for experimental
purposes. Its length is 300 feet, and it is
lighted by electricity. In addition to ventila-
tion experiments, the tunnel will be used as a
training place for mine work.
The Chancellor of Colorado University, Dr.
Henry A. Buchtel, announced some time ago
that hereafter he would marry undergraduates
free of charge, and furthermore, would procure
their marriage license for them, free. This
should prove a great boom for Dan Cupid.
A student of Dartmouth, having an average
record of 85 per cent, in a subject for the pre-
vious semester, may cut a class whenever the
spirit moves, without affecting his class record.
This new regulation exempts students above
that mark from giving excuses for necessary
absences, and getting them formally excused
by the dean.
In a recent investigation of the pawn shops
on Park Row, New York City, three or four
Phi Beta Kappa keys, and about forty-two pins
of prominent fraternities were found. The
prices paid for these articles ranged from 75
cents up to $10.00. The fraternity men scout
the idea that the original owners found it
necessary to "put their pins in soak," but
believe that the pins were either stolen or lost
in most cases.
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CONTINUOUS DIRECTION STEAM FLOW
An Express Locomotive Equipped With the Schmidt Superheater and the Stumpf Valve Gear.
FOR some time the construction of locomo-tives has been in progress designed to
use continuous direction steam flow, thereby
reducing the waste which is concurrent with the
ordinary process of using steam which reverses
its direction of flow. The Prussian railways
have installed on an ordinary type locomotive
the continuous flow system by equipping it with
a Stumpf valve gear. This locomtive has
• been used in conducting a series of trial tests.
The first tests were made with the locomotive
equipped with the ordinary system, and this
was supplemented by a series of tests made af-
ter the locomotive had been converted and
equipped with a system of continuous direction
steam flow.
During the process of changing this locomo-
tive from the ordinary tYpe and equipping it
with the Stumpf valve gear, every precaution
was taken to see that there was nothing to ob-
struct the steam in passing from the boiler to
the valves. - In changing the locomotive it was
not necessary to alter the general dimensions of
the locomotive, the boiler and the frame re-
maining practically the same. The change con-
sisted in the replacement of the cylinders and
their covers, the increase of the wheel base of
the truck, the replacment of the piston and rods,
a modification of the valve gear machinery,
shortening of the connecting rod and alteration
in the cut-off and exhaust.
The advantage of the system lies in the fact
'that the.valves give very small surface for the
col!ng effect, and-thereby cut down the con-
densation and provide large clearance spaces.
The steam is admitted almost directly against
one of the faces of the piston, and during the
latter portion of the piston travel, is exhausted
through ports in the center of the length of the
cylinder. The opening of the valve is insured
by rollers carried on rods and rolling on valve
cams. These exhaust ports are situated in the
middle of the cylinder and are 2.164 times the
area of the ports which can be obtained with pis-
ton valves.
The initial velocity of the steam at the ex-
haust and its pressure are reduced as much as
possible through the exhaust ports to the ex-
haust nozzles and still obtain the necessary
vacuum in the smoke box to insure sufficient
draft. Since the exhaust in this system de-
pends upon the position of the piston itself,
the admission lead and the beginning of com-
pression are the same for all cut-offs. The
drop of pressure begins with the admission lap
and continues to the exhaust opening where it
falls to very nearly atmospheric pressure with-
out being subjected to any back pressure from
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the steam.
During the period of compression which oc-
curs on the return stroke of the piston, heat is
generated which is utilized on the out stroke.
As the compression begins immediately after
the closing of the exhaust port, which takes
place at 12.7 per cent of the piston stroke, it is
necessary to provide large compression spaces.
These are inclosed by surfaces of relatively
small area, making the heat losses less than
upon ordinary engines, and involve very little
loss owing to the small amount of condensation
on the relatively small surfaces.
On the locomotive equipped with the Stumpf
valve gear, the cooling surfaces of the clearance
space are at least 60 per cent, less at the front
end and 40 per cent, less at the back end than
on the ordinary locomotive. The steam flowing
in the continuous direction through the cylin-
ders does not cool the walls except at the center
of the length. It is at this point, at the coolest
portion of the length of the cylinder, that the
steam escapes when the piston uncovers the ex-
haust ort.
The water of *condensation, evident at the
starting until the cylinders have become suffi-
ciently heated, discharges automatically after
each stroke of the piston by ports at the lower
surface and by a 3/4-inch hole drilled in the me-
tal which surrounds the port; consequently it
cannot remove heat from the steam entering the
cylinders. By using two valves only on each
cylinder for insuring the admission of steam,
and by eliminating the gear for exhausting, the
losses of steam due to leakage past these parts
are avoided.
Another advantage of this method of equaliz-
ing is that the cam which causes the opening of
the valves, leaves the roller of the valve gear;
the rod is no longer subject to the pressure of
the spring, and the resistance to movement of
the mechanism consists only in that of the parts
of the link work and their guides. Even when
the valves are under full pressure, the resistance
to movement is so slight that the parts of the
gear for operating them can be made of smaller
b213
dimensions than on the ordinary locomotive.
The cooling of the cylinder walls towards the
middle has advantages in guiding the piston.
In order that the piston may slide over the ex-
haust ports, it is necessary that it should have
a long bearing surface and consequently that
the cylinder should be of greater length than
in the ordinary type locomotive.
The piston consists of two symmetrical steel
castings, each of the form of a hollow spherical
dish and each fitted with two spring rings. Be-
tween these two castings a weldless mild steel
ring is held which bears on the lower wall of
the cylinder and helps to support the heavy pis-
ton; on the other hand the piston is allowed a
small amount of play towards the top of the
cylinder. In this manner the intensity of the
bearing pressure where contact is made, is very
emall.—The Engineering Magazine.
 000 
OZONIZED AIR IN THE LONDON SUBWAY
DURING the eleven years which haveelapsed since its opening, the Central
London Railway has been ventilated on the ex-
haust system, the method consisting in closing.
all the doors underground for a certain period
after the running of the last train, and draw-
ing air right through the tube from one end to
the other by means of a 200 h.p. exhaust fan.
The management decided recently to provide
a continual influx during the whole of the day
of a large quantity of fresh air treated with
ozone to purify and improve its quality. This
new installation, designed and constructed by
Messrs. Ozonair, Limited, in conjunction with
Mr. E. P. Grove, chief engineer of the Central
London Railways, is now complete.
At times of heavy traffic there are 25 or
more trains in the tunnels at the same time,
each of which carries 330 passengers, more or
less. Assuming that the trains are on an
average three-quarters full, it will be seen that
there are every day over 6,000 people in the
trains, or including those on the platforms and
lifts there may be as many as 10,000 in the
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tube continuously for 2 or 3 hours, and 4000
or 5000 all day, so that the necessity for
thorough ventilation is obvious.
The system consists briefly in drawing the
air supply from as clean and pure a source as
possible, and removing the smuts and other
solid floating matter by means of special filter-
ing screens. During this operation practically
the whole of the sulphurous acid and other de-
leterious gases, met with in all large cities, are
said to be absorbed. The cleaned air is then
passed into a mixing chamber, where it is puri-
fied and partially sterilized by means of ozone.
It is also enriched by the addition of a minute
quantity of pure ozone, which is said to give it
that refreshing character which the air at the
seaside and on mountain tops is known to
possess. From the chamber it is distributed by
means of ducts to the various parts of the
building, or railway station. Included in the
system is the provision at will of a heating or
cooling coil, to be placed in the mixing chamber
or other convenitne position.
The advantages of the purer and fresher air
now provided for their comfort, an advantage
that more than ever differentiates this railway
from others, thus encourages people to make
an even greater use of it than they have done
in the past. Whether it be in the cold, clammy
weather of winter, or in the excessive heat of
summer's height, travelers in the Central Lon-
don Railway Tube are neither too cold nor too
hot, for its temperature is practically uniform
all the year round. To this feature is added
the freshness and purity of the air of the
tubes. The use of ozone is reported to have
been used on a small scale in hospitals but it
is believed that the plant for the London tubes
is the first to produce ozone for ventilating
purposes on a commercial scale.—Engineering
Record.
TESTS OF CEMENT GUN MORTARS
number of comparative tests have been
made on cement gun and hand made
mortars by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.
The hand work was carefully done under prac-
tically laboratory methods by an expert union
plasterer. Special care was exercised to make
these hand specimens as good as possible and
they cannot be compared with the ordinary
commercial hand work done under contract.
The gun work, on the other hand, being done
by a machine, would show the same in commer-
cial practice as it did in the laboratory tests,
and conclusions as given in their report are as
follows:
In all of the tests made the product of the
cement gun showed superior to good hand made
products of the same kind. The degree of
superiority varied between wide limits.
In tensile strength the gun work excelled
hand work in every case by amounts ranging
from 20 per cent. to 26 per cent.
In compressive strength the excellence of the
gun work was even more mai-ked, ranging from
20 per cent. to 72 per cent. better than hand
work.
In the matter of surface permeability the gun
work absorbed from 7-10 (70 per cent.) down
to 1-20 (5 per cent.) as much water per hour
per unit of area as the similar hand made sur-
faces.
As regards absorption of water the hand-
made mortars took up from 1.4 to 5.3 times as
much as the gun made mortars.
The percentage of voids of the gun made
product ranged from 52 per cent. to 75 per
cent. of that of the hand made product.
The Adhesion of the Gun applied mortars
was on an average 27 per cent, better than that
of the hand work.—Railway Engineering.
SOPHOMORE CLASS—ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.
April 15, 1912.
Whereas, our Heavenly Father in his infinite wisdom, has seen
fit to take unto Himself our dearly beloved classmate, James
Gordon Read; and,
Whereas, the Sophomore Class of the Rose Polytechnic Institute
has suffered the loss of one of its most honored and promising
members; and,
Whereas, he has been cut off from his duties in the prime of
his young manhood, when all his fellows felt that his career—yet
scarcely begun—lay unfolded before him with the brightest possible
future; and,
Whereas, he was not only classmate and friend, but was also
.held in the highest esteem by all who knew him;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That we, the members of
the Sophomore Class of the Rose Polytechnic Institute, extend—
in such small way as we can—our most sincere and heartfelt sym-
pathy, to the bereaved father and mother, and be it further,
RESOLVED, That as a mark of respect, in honor of his mem-
ory, we cause a copy of these resolutions to be incorporated in the
general record of the class, a copy to be published in the Technic,
and a copy to be sent to his bereaved family.
JOSEPH S. GILLUM
GORDON L. ESHELMAN
ROBLEE BYRD
Committee.
Throwing One Switch
Starts or Stops the Motor
NO CONTACT BUTTONS OR SEGMENTS TO BURN OUT
OR ROUGHEN UP.
NO MATTER HOW CRUDE OR IGNORANT THE OPERA-
TOR MAY BE HE CANNOT BURN OUT THE MOTOR
If You Use
The E. C. CZ M.
Automatic Motor
Starter
It is absolutely simple in construction. It embodies one or more magnetic switches
connected in series with the motor, which automatically close their contacts only when
the motor current is below a predetermined value.
These switches will "lock out" and will not close until the current has been reduced
by the speeding up of the motor. More. By means of push button, float or pressure
operated switch, automatic starting of motor may be simply obtained from any con-
venient point, no matter what the relative position of motors and driven apparatus
may be.
The E. C. & M. Automatic Motor Starter will positively protect the motor and driven
machinery against too quick acceleration. It requires no special skill to install or
maintain.
There are no contact faces or buttons which burn, pit and roughen. No spring re-
turn arm to stick or hang. No relays. No small control contacts.
Ask us for further details. Details that will put Central Stations in excellent position
to eliminate one of the principal objections to more general use of electrical power in
shops. Write
THE ELECTRIC CONTROLLER & MFG. CO.
NEW YORK CLEVELANII CHICAGO50 CHURCH ST. 1417 MONADNOCK BLK
OHIO, U. S.A. BIRMINGHAM827 BROWN-MARX BLDGPITTSBURG515 FRICK BLDG.
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Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing-Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
\ Vegetable Glue, etc.
Are the finest and best goods of their kind
Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive
and ill-smelling inks and adhesives, and
adopt the HIGGINS INKS and
ADHESIVES. They will be a
revelation to you.
AT DEALERS GENERALLY
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.
$ 
Branches 271 Ninth Street
Chicago and London BROOKLYN, N. Y.
1011,1011,1V11.11101e1,%1111,11114111111011110%1111,11e$
THE
ENGINEERING
MAGAZINE
THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
publishes the best original articles by
the highest authorities on all phases of
current engineering progress.
Additional and exclusive features are:
a Review and Topical Index to the cur-
rent contents of nearly two hundred en-
gineering and industrial journals; Cur-
rent Record of New Technical Books;
Industrial News; latest Improved Ma-
chinery and new Trade Literature.
Every number is a valuable reference
book for every engineer or student of
engineering.
Ask for sample copy and descriptive
circular.
Vie ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
140-142 Nassau St. NEW YORK
Photographic Sup-
plies. Finishing de-
livered in 24 hours.
Expert Work.
Valentine's Quality Shop
fk
dabi
We RXl STOKE
HULMAN & CO.
"Catch the Flyer" umNATZ
ASK ANYBODY ANYWHERE ABOUT
THIS HIGH GRADE 5c CIGAR
A 10c SMOKE AT A 5c PRICE.
PACKED IN SANITARY TINS ONLY
Insuring a Fresh Pleasing Smoke Where-
ever Found
A Regular Table Roll; the Kind a Cigar-
maker Smokes.
Monoplane
THAT'S THE NAME
At All Dealers.
Greek Candy Kitchen
Makers of Fine Candy
PURETY AND QUALITY MAKE OUR
CANDIES FAMOUS
Fine Chocolates in Fancy Boxes a Specialty
James Georgopoulos
SEVENTH AND MAIN STREETS
First Door From Corner
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WR ITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
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LET US 
BE A MOTHER
TO YOU
BUTTONS REPLACED, SOCKS
DARNED, UNDERWEAR RE-
PAIRED; in fact, a mother's care
of your garments Free of Charge.
[ Phones 257 W. H. Brewer, Agt. K
Hunter Laundering
& Dyeing Company
Geo. Graham Holloway
FOR
Photographs
WM. SCHONEFELD'S
Great Northern Pharmacy
Has a Good Line of TABLETS, POLARIS
and UNIVERSITY NOTE BOOKS,
INKS, ETC.
CIGARS TOBACCOS CIGARETTES
Agency for Beick's, Lowney's, Rex Box Candies
SEVENTH ST. AND BIG FOUR R. R.
THOMMAN SCHL•OSS
High Clcotlieft
Shown in wide range of new Spring Styles and Models, now ready
for your inspection
The store for BIUNSING and B. V. D. COOL UNDERWEAR.
FAULTLESS DRESS SHIRTS, SPRING HATS, CAPS, ETO.
668-670 WABASH AVENUE PHONES 137
STARRETT'S MACHINIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS
PLUMBING AND HARDWARE
FREITAG, WEINHARDT & CO.
664 WABASH AVENUE PHONES 140
BRUNNER'S POLYTECHNIC PHARrIACV
13TH AND LOCUST STS.
Cross Section Note Books and Supplies. Cigars, Tobaccos, Cigarettes and Pipes
Mewhinney's, Rex and Lowney's Box Candies.
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
